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 If the stingray might be nibbling on bait as you swim past, you might not want to get too close to it. Make sure to stay near the
bottom of the water when you're on the edge of a school. Use the slowest speed the boat will allow when approaching large

schools. This picture (right) shows a particularly aggressive feeder, and it is quite possible that the use of a large mesh cover on
the bait box will discourage it from attacking. It will still follow the boat around but won't come very close. For those curious

about the catch-and-release aspect of tiger fishing, fishing tackle retailers typically have a tackle box designed just for stingrays.
One brand (Duluth Gad-getics), sells a soft-jaw, tough-rubber designed box with a hinged top. Other tackle boxes have a net

insert in the top of the box. Once you identify a spot with a large school of stingrays, drop the bait box. Grab the trap box. The
stingrays will gather and fall through the mesh of the box into your prepared catch bag. Stick with the large school of stingrays

that are feeding and, as you get closer, stay with the leaders. If the weather is good, you may have to stop and have lunch.
**What a world**! That's the first thing that comes to mind when looking at a picture of a tiger fish. Now think of the time,

effort, and cost that went into finding that world, and you'll get a little closer to the true spirit of tiger fishing. Whether you are
fly fishing for tiger fish, speckled trout, channel catfish, or panfish, the basic principles of fishing are the same. First, **fish
where the fish are**! You might be swimming along and notice a school of fish ahead. Or you might be drifting on a current

that takes you to a spot that others have fished. If the fish are **feeding,** they are the most likely to take the bait. If they are
**swimming in a school**, they are most likely to detect and pursue the bait. Once you are at the place of interest, you may

have to learn to **wait for the fish**. They will come to you, but you can't force them to. **There is no bait "over there,"** so
you have to be patient and wait for the fish to come to you. You are 82157476af
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